The contribution of M(y)-cell activity within a framework of a magnocellular-deficit theory of dyslexia is currently unknown. Twenty-one dyslexic readers and 19 control readers were compared on their threshold detection for the frequency doubling illusion -an index of M(y)-cell activity, coherent motion, and a visual acuity task. The dyslexic group performed more poorly on detection of the frequency doubling illusion and coherent motion compared to the control group, but both groups performed comparably on the visual acuity task. The results from this study indicate that if a magno deficit exists in dyslexia, it may originate at a retinal level at least partly mediated by M(y)-cell abnormalities.
Illusion
In addition to fundamental cognitive difficulties, a large amount of research has identified dysfunction in basic visual processing as contributing to specific reading difficulties, or dyslexia. A number of studies have implicated a deficit in the magnocellular, or dorsalstream visual pathway (e.g. Lovegrove, Bowling, Badcock, & Blackwood, 1980; Slaghuis & Lovegrove, 1985; Williams, Molinet, & LeCluyse, 1989; Livingstone, Rosen, Drislane, & Galaburda, 1991; Cornelissen, Richardson, Mason, Fowler, & Stein, 1995; Eden, VanMeter, Rumsey, Masiog, Woods, & Zeffiro 1996; Demb, Boynton, & Heeger, 1998a; Demb, Boynton, Best, & Heeger, 1998b; Vidyasagar & Pammer, 1999) . Specific anatomical deviations in magno cells have been identified by Livingstone et al. (1991) at the level of the LGN, and other researchers (Vidyasagar, 1999; Vidyasagar & Pammer, 1999) have targeted insufficient feedback loops to the ventral processing stream at the level of V1 and beyond. Furthermore, Stein and Walsh (1997) have suggested that difficulties early on in the visual process could result in a cumulative effect higher in the visual pathway. Despite this, the notion of a dorsal-stream, or magno deficit in dyslexia nevertheless remains unspecified (refer to Skottun, 2000 for a recent review).
While there is a clear difference between retinal cells that project to the magno and parvo layers of the LGN, respectively (refer to Kaplan, Lee, & Shapley, 1990 for a review), a subgroup of magno cells can be distinguished in both the retina (Bernardete, Kaplan, & Knight, 1992) and the LGN (Kaplan & Shapley, 1982) . These M(y)-cells found in the primate retina exhibit qualities consistent with Y-cell activity in the cat's retina. These M(y)-cells account for approximately 5-15% of all M-cells (Blakemore & Vital-Duran, 1981; Crook, Lange-Malecki, Lee, & Valberg, 1988) and are characterised by anatomical qualities such larger cell diameters (Blakemore & Vital-Duran, 1981) , as well as faster conduction velocities (Kaplan & Shapley, 1982) and less retinal coverage than other M-cells (Crook et al., 1988) . Physiologically, they can be distinguished from other retinal cells by the presence of rapidly responding non-linear spatial summation. Conversely, both P-and other M-cells pool their receptive field responses in a linear fashion. Consistent with this, is the physiological response of the M(y)-cell that is double the temporal frequency of a given stimulus modulation, when a grating is presented at a spatial resolution of between 0.8 and 3.3 c/deg (Kaplan & Shapley, 1982) , and a temporal resolution of greater than 15 Hz. This response is believed to arise from a second harmonic distortion, which is apparent only in the non-linear visual pathway. It has therefore been suggested, that this frequency doubling response may be unique to M(y)-cells (e.g. Tyler, 1974; Maddess & Henry, 1990 Maddess, Hemmi, & James, 1992; Maddess & Kulikowski, 1999; Maddess & Severt, 1999; Maddess, Goldberg, Dobinson, Wine, Welsh, & James 1999a, b) , defining a separate anatomical system, possibly subserving a functional distinction in the magnocellular pathway. This distinction between cell types is not a trivial one. For example, M(y)-cell loss has been identified as preceding other retinal cellular loss in the progression of glaucoma (e.g. Bedford, Maddess, Rose, & James, 1997; Maddess et al., 1999a) .
The psychological reality of the frequency doubling response, is the spatial frequency doubling illusion first described by Kelly (1966) . The frequency doubling illusion (FD) appears to be dependent on the spatial and temporal frequency of a flickering grating. When a 0.1-4 c/deg grating is flickered at greater than 15 Hz, the viewer perceives a stable grating at double the actual spatial frequency. The FD illusion first described by Kelly in 1966, was later defined by Kelly (1981) in terms of full wave rectification. Such rectification is found in cat Y-cells (Victor & Shapley, 1979) , and M(y)-cells of the primate retina (Bernardete et al., 1992) and LGN (Kaplan & Shapley, 1982; Marrocco, McClurkin, & Young, 1982) show a similar response pattern. It is therefore suggested, that responses from the M(y)-cells underlie perception of the FD illusion. For example, the assertion that Y-cell activity may mediate the FD illusion, includes evidence that Y-cell 2nd harmonic responses and the FD illusion appear to be produced by a similar nonlinear response (Victor & Shapley, 1979; Kelly, 1981) . Furthermore, retinal gain control indicative of Y-cells, increases at high temporal frequencies, consistent with the temporal frequencies associated with the FD illusion (Shapley & Victor, 1978) . A detailed discussion for the relationship between M(y)-cells and frequency doubling may be found in .
To date, the contribution of M(y)-cell activity to magnocellular dysfunction in dyslexia is unknown. Given the precedent in glaucoma research, in which there is good evidence for large diameter cell loss in the retina (e.g. Quigley, Sanchez, Dunkelberger, L'Hernault, & Babinski, 1987; Quigley, Dunkelburger, & Green, 1988; Glovinski, Quigley, & Pease, 1993) hence implicating the magno system, it is not unreasonable to suggest that a magnocellular deficit in dyslexia may have its origins in a visual response mediated at least partially by the M(y) system. The current study therefore is designed to assess the proficiency of the M(y) system in reading disabled children by exploiting the spatial frequency doubling response characteristic of the M(y)-cells. If the functional integrity of the magno system is compromised in dyslexic children at the level of M(y)-cells, then dyslexic readers should be less sensitive to the frequency doubling illusion than normal readers. Furthermore, it is believed (e.g. Cornelissen et al., 1995; Eden et al., 1996; Raymond & Sorensen, 1997; Talcott, Hansen, Assoku, & Stein, 2000; Slaghuis & Ryan, 1999) that coherent motion detection is partially mediated by dorsal stream activity, a functional component of which, is M(y) activity. If this is the case, we hypothesise, that dyslexic children with M(y) deficits would also show coherent motion deficits. Demonstrating a similar degree of difficulty in both the 'new' FD task, as well as a task that has previously discriminated between normal and disabled readers, would provide a reasonable platform to support the suggestion for a cumulative effect of dorsal stream dysfunction, identifiable at the early stages of visual processing. Finally, it is necessary to demonstrate that children who have a reading difficulty do not simply perform poorly on formal psychophysical testing, but rather demonstrate visual processing difficulties only in those domains consistent with the predictions based on a magno-system deficit.
Experimental
Reading impaired children, and normal reading children were compared on three tasks of visual processing. One task involved measuring the child's ability to detect the frequency doubling illusion across 20 degrees of the retina, as an index of M(y)-cell activity. Participants also engaged in a coherent motion task, as a measure of higher-order dorsal stream activity. Finally, the children also completed a visual acuity task that was designed to utilise few dorsal stream resources. This latter task is a version of a Landolt-C procedure (henceforth known as the C-gap detection task) in which the participant is required to determine the location of the gap in a 'C', when presented on an isoluminant background.
It is predicted that the dyslexic children should perform more poorly on both the coherent motion task, and detection of the FD illusion. However, consistent with the suggestion that any visual difficulties are unique to the magno/dorsal stream in the reading disabled child, there should be no difference on the Cgap detection task between dyslexic and normal readers. 
Participants
Children were recruited from either a single primary school in Canberra (N = 28), or participated as part of an ongoing research project in the department of Psychology at the Australian National University (N= 12, 10 dyslexic, and two controls). Therefore, 22 dyslexic readers, and 19 normal readers participated in the study, refer to Table 1 for a description of the two groups. The data for one dyslexic reader was removed from the analysis due to a lower than acceptable nonverbal IQ score, and one dyslexic reader did not contribute a coherent motion score. All children were assessed on their reading ability using the NARAAustralian standardised reading test (Neale, 1988) , and their non-verbal IQ was assessed using the Ra6ens standard progressi6e matrices (Raven, 1989) . All children were also tested for colour vision abnormalities, using the Ishihara test for colour 6ision (Ishihara, 1995) . The dyslexic group of readers were classified as reading impaired based on a reading lag of two or more years, with IQ within the normal range, and no contributing social, cognitive or somatic disturbances, as determined through consultation with specialist teachers. The control reading group was assessed on the same criteria, with the exception of having a reading lag of no more than one year behind their chronological age. Only one child in this group demonstrated a one-year reading lag. All other children were reading at, or above, what would be expected for their age. The analysis of reading ability for all the school children was determined after all the psychophysical tests had been completed. The children participating as part of the research unit were selected on the basis of their reading ability.
Materials and stimuli

Frequency doubling
The visual stimuli were presented on a Humphrey ® Instruments FDT Visual Field Instrument ®1 (henceforth referred to as the FDT for frequency doubling technology). The default settings of the instrument include measurements of both eyes separately at all 17 retinal locations. Each stimulus trial was presented to one of 17 regions throughout the central 20°radius of the visual field. Refer to Fig. 1 for the stimulus configuration. Each target area was a 10°diameter square, except the central area, which was a 5°diameter circle, within which was a small black fixation square that remained on throughout the entire testing session. Each stimulus was a 0.25 c/deg sinusoidal grating, modulated at a 25 Hz counterphase flicker -specifications reported as being optimal for the human observer (Kelly, 1966; Maddess & Severt, 1999) . Stimulus duration was 720 ms consisting of 160 ms ramped onset and offset. The inter-stimulus interval was variable up to 500 ms to avoid anticipatory responses. The contrast of the frequency doubling stimulus at each location was manipulated according to a modified binary search (MOBS) threshold strategy (Tyrrell & Owens, 1988; Johnson & Shapiro, 1989) . Staircase completion consists of at least four staircase reversals as well as upper and lower staircase boundaries within 0.3 log 10 units of each other. The MOBS threshold was calculated to be the mean of the last upper and lower presentations satisfying the staircase completion criteria. The range of possible threshold level values is between 0 dB ( 100%) maximum contrast (lowest sensitivity) and 56 dB ( 0%) minimum contrast (highest sensitivity). The mean background illumination was 100 cd/m 2 , self-calibrated at the beginning of each testing sequence.
Fixation errors were monitored by recording the number of times the participant responded to a target presented in the blind spot. Six false positive errors for each eye were also indicated by the number of times the participant responded to a pause in the testing. Similarly, false negative errors were also indicated by the number of times the participant responded to a pattern at the maximum possible contrast level in the testing.
Coherent motion
The visual coherent motion display was based on Raymond and Sorensen (1997) , with the exception that up-down movement was used, rather than left-right movement. Each stimulus presentation consisted of four 18 ms frames with a total duration of 72 ms. Each frame consisted of 100 white single pixel dots, approximately 0.06°VA, randomly placed within a 7°VA square area in the centre of the computer screen, presented on a black background. Target dots were displaced by 10 minarc with an effective velocity of 11°per second, while noise dots were randomly replaced within the frame. Trials were preceded by a fixation point (X) flashed in the centre of the computer screen. Michelson contrast between the dots and the background was 0.9.
The percentage of dots moving coherently on each trial was determined by the PEST staircase threshold procedure (Taylor & Creelman, 1967) , to establish a threshold for the detection of movement of the dots for each of the four blocks of trials. The overall threshold was taken as the average of the four blocks.
A set of ten practice trials preceded the experiment, in which coherent motion was set at 90%, such that the participant had a clear perception of movement in both directions.
C-gap detection
The C-gap detection display consisted of a 'C' oriented randomly either to the left, right, up, or down on each trial. The C subtended a visual angle of 0.57°by 0.57°and was situated within a square subtending a visual angle of 2.8°which was itself positioned in the centre of an otherwise black computer screen. The C was isoluminant relative to the square background in the following colour combinations; either a red C on a green background, a yellow C on a blue background, or a blue C on a purple background. The colours for all three colour combination conditions were specified individually from a colour palette of 64, and isoluminance was determined by measuring the luminance of each colour as a patch in the centre of the screen using a photometer (Asahi Pentax spotmeter V) directed at the patch. The luminance values for each of the colours in the three combinations were; 3.5 cd/m 2 for the green/red combination, 6 cd/m 2 for the pink/blue combination, and 6.9 cd/m 2 for the blue/yellow combination. The size of the opening of the C on each trial was determined by the same PEST threshold procedure used for the coherent motion task, with a gap of 20 degrees arc (0.17°visual angle) from the first trial. The C appeared on the screen for 72 ms, while the square background remained on the screen continuously throughout each block of trials.
Practice trials consisted of a block of four trials in which the 'C' appeared in each of the four orientations. This was followed by a block of ten trials, each trial randomly presented in one of the four orientations, at a constant gap of 20°.
The displays for both the coherent motion and C-gap detection tasks were presented on the same 486 PC, running a standard graphics card, and multiscan colour monitor.
Procedure
All participants were seated approximately 100 cm from the computer monitor, and tested individually in a separate room with the windows covered to control for natural light variations.
In the coherent motion task, the children were required to indicate verbally the direction of movement of the dots on each trial, while the experimenter entered the child's response. No feedback was given on any of the experiments regarding accuracy of responses.
For the FDT testing, each child was seated comfortably with their face against the eyepiece. The left eye was tested first, followed by the right eye. The child was given a description of the display, and instructed to press the response button each time they saw a pattern against the homogeneous background. The FD effect has been demonstrated at low contrast-threshold levels (Kulikowski, 1975) , therefore it is likely that a true representation of the FD illusion was seen by the child at all contrast levels. Each child engaged in the practice session, which consisted of the frequency doubling display occurring randomly in all possible locations. It was emphasised to the child they must continue to look at the fixation point throughout the entire testing sequence. The testing sequence for each eye took approximately four minutes. The child was instructed that they may pause the display at any time by maintaining a constant pressure on the response button, and they were given a longer break between testing the left and of trials, one for each colour combination and the threshold for accurate detection of the C-gap was determined for each block.
The testing sequence for all the cognitive and psychophysical tests was randomly determined for each child. In all cases the testing occurred over two, and sometimes three sessions, and the child was encouraged to take a break as frequently as they liked.
Results
FDT responses
The thresholds for all 17 locations in the visual field were determined for each participant, for both the left and right eye. The thresholds for each location in each eye was subjected to a profile analysis to determine if the thresholds differed systematically across the retina between the two groups -this is the test of parallelism for the two reading groups, at each of the 17 locations for each eye. For the right eye, the results indicate an overall main effect of reading group F(38,1)= 9.74, PB 0.005, and a non significant test statistic for all locations except for segment T2 and T5, which subsequently yields a significant overall test for parallelism F(16,23)=3.44, PB 0.05. This anomalous pattern of significance for T2 and T5 is difficult to interpret with the current experimental design. However, as the significant finding for parallelism (i.e. the two reading conditions are not parallel across the 17 retinal locations) is dependent on only two out of 17 segments (T2 and T5) with all other segments not significant, one can essentially assume parallelism across the majority of the retinal locations for the two reading groups. This result indicated that for the right eye, the dyslexic readers were less sensitive across the retina to the frequency doubling illusion, however the threshold profiles for the two groups were fundamentally similar.
For the left eye, the results revealed a significant main effect of reading condition F(1,38)= 15.74, PB 0.001, and a non significant effect for parallelism F(16,23)=0.575, P= NS. Therefore, the reading disabled group performed more poorly than the normal reading group in detecting the frequency doubling illusion across the retina, and the same pattern of results across the retina was found for both reading disabled and normal readers (refer to Fig. 2) .
Similarly, a combined analysis of the left and right eyes indicate a main effect of reading group F(1,38)= 13.57, PB 0.001, a non significant main effect of left/ right eye F(1,38)= 0.25, P= NS, and a non significant effect of parallelism F(16,23)= 0.57, P= NS.
Neither of the groups differed on the reliability indices, such as fixation, t(38)= 0.049, P= NS, false positive errors, t(38)= 0.93, P= NS, and false negatives, right eye. At the end of each testing sequence, the FDT produced a printout of the full threshold results, together with the reliability indicators for each eye, refer to Fig. 1 for an example. The response plot has four possible levels of shading for each of the 17 locations. The absence of shading indicates that the participant attained a threshold level that 95% of normal subjects achieved at that same test location. The four levels of shading indicate that the probability is less than 5, 2, 1 or 0.5% respectively that a normal subject of the same age would achieve the threshold level attained by the participant. The 0.5% shading gradient would also occur if the patient failed to respond at the maximum contrast level of the instrument.
In the C-gap detection task, the child was instructed that they would see a coloured square in the centre of the screen, on which a C would flash up oriented in one of the four directions. The child was to indicate which direction the C was oriented by pressing either the 8 (up), 2 (down), 4 (left), or 6 (right) key on the righthand square numeric keypad. There were three blocks t(38) = 1.37, P= NS. This would indicate that the children performed the task consistently and reliably, and the results should not be attributable to any differences in the stability of fixation between the two groups.
The FDT also provides a mean deviation index (MD) which is an indicator of overall field loss relative to normal functioning for that age group. A positive number indicates that the average sensitivity is above the average normal for the given age, while a negative value indicates that the average sensitivity is below the average normal value.
The MD index averaged over the two eyes for the reading disabled group, was M = −5.007 dB, which was significantly less than zero, t(20) = 3.65, P B0.01. For the control reading group, the MD index was M = −0.46 dB, which was not significantly different from zero t(18)=0.84, P =NS.
The correlational analysis between reading lag, based on number of years deviation between chronological age, and reading age, and detection threshold, indicated a significant relationship r(38) = −0.57, P B 0.01, such that children who have a higher reading lag also proportionally less sensitive to the spatial frequency doubling illusion (refer to Fig. 3 ).
Coherent motion
In the coherent motion task the results indicated that the dyslexic group of readers (M=23.5%, S.E.=10) required a significantly greater number of dots to be moving coherently in order to make an accurate judgement of motion t(36)= 3.78, PB 0.001, compared to normal readers (M= 15.9%, S.E.= 9). Furthermore, there was a significant correlation between the scores on the coherent motion task, and the overall FDT thresholds r(38)= −0.49, PB0.01, refer to Fig. 4 . In addition to this was a significant correlation between coherent motion and reading level r(38)= 0.4, PB 0.01.
C-gap detection
Finally the threshold of detection of the location of the gap in the 'C' display was measured in degrees arc, with M= 6.8°, S.E. =1 for the dyslexic reading group, and M=6.7°, S.E.= 1, for the normal reading group. There was no significant difference between reading groups, t(37)= 0.16, P=NS. There was no significant difference in thresholds between the three colour combinations; M pink/blue = 5.4°, M blue/yellow = 7.6°, M green/red = 6.3°, F(2,87)= 4.8, pB 0.05.
Discussion
There is evidence to support the suggestion that the frequency doubling illusion is controlled by the M(y)-cell response. Such evidence includes the recognition that the FD illusion is based on activation of a 2nd harmonic distortion in a non-linear visual pathway (Kelly, 1966) . Complimenting this, is the evidence that M(y)-cells demonstrate non-linear spatial summation (Kaplan & Shapley, 1982) , while other primate cells demonstrate linear responses with no 2nd harmonic distortion. Furthermore, the proportion and distribution of cells mediating the FD illusion equates to the anatomical distribution predicted for M(y)-cells. While the above evidence is circumstantial, M(y)-cell activation nevertheless appears a good candidate to describe the physiological determinant of the FD illusion.
The contribution of retinal M(y)-cell involvement in the magno-deficit theory of dyslexia is currently unknown. Furthermore, specific conclusions from previous research regarding the extent of magno-deficit involvement is complicated by the use of visual tasks that can be resolved by either or both the magno and parvo pathways. However, the results from the current study provide good support for a magno deficit in dyslexia that has its origins at a retinal level with impairment in -at least partially -M(y)-cell activity. Not only did the reading disabled children demonstrate less sensitivity to the FD illusion compared to the Fig. 3 . Correlation between overall FDT thresholds for the average of both eyes, and reading lag. A positive score indicates the child is reading below their chronological age, a negative score indicates that the child is reading that many years above their chronological age. normal reading group, they also demonstrated a significant decrease in sensitivity compared to their standardised age cohort. This deviation was not apparent with normal readers who demonstrated sensitivity comparable to their age group. The correlation with coherent motion furthermore provides good evidence to suggest that reading disabled children have difficulties processing visual information mediated by the magno/dorsal pathway not only at the retinal level, but higher in the pathway such as MT which is implicated in the detection of global motion (e.g. Newsome & Pare', 1988; Anderson, Holliday, Singh, & Harding, 1996; Okamoto, Kawakami, Saito, Hida, Odajima, Tamanoi, & Ohno 1999) . Finally, it would also appear that these findings are not attributable to poor testing endurance, as the reading disabled children performed at the same level as normal reading children on the C-gap detection task, a psychophysical task that was determined by the same response qualities as the other visual tasks. Similarly, the results for the same task argue for minimal ventral/parvo stream involvement in visual anomalies in dyslexia, as the task was one that was designed to draw on ventral/parvo stream resources. However, there are a number of issues that still need to be addressed. The coherent motion and FDT displays contained a stronger temporal component than the C-gap detection display. Therefore, the design does not eliminate the possibility that the reading disabled children were responding more poorly to the temporal qualities of the displays. Furthermore, it is possible that reading disabled children adopt different response criteria for the FD test compared to the other two visual tests. If this were the case, then the evidence that reading disabled children performed poorly on both the FD and coherent motion tasks compared to the C-gap detection task, would suggest that performance for the FD task is epiphenomenal to performance on coherent motion. While one might expect such a response bias to be reflected in the reliability indices, this possibility may nevertheless still present as a valid interpretation of the results.
It has been suggested that dysfunction in the larger diameter cells of the visual system partially contributes to reading difficulties, hence implicating the magno/ dorsal processing stream. The results from the current study propose a diffuse M(y) ganglion cell impairment, such that there appears to be little consistent localised ganglion cell loss in the dyslexic reading group. M(y)-cell diameters appear to be larger than those for other M cells, with a low retinal coverage (e.g. Maddess et al., 1999b) . Furthermore, Stein and Walsh (1997) have suggested that smaller deficits earlier in the magno pathway may cumulate to more profound deficits in the posterior parietal cortex, which is functionally dominated by M-type activity. Therefore a small amount of random retinal cell impairment would translate to an observable loss of sensitivity, and possibly a larger, cumulative impairment higher in the dorsal processing stream. Maddess and Henry (1992) point out that the FD illusion is also unique in that the perception of the illusion is unaffected by other visual difficulties such as amblyopia and optic neuritis. However, when evaluating visual processing at the retinal level, the contribution of general retinal disease cannot be discounted. While all the children in the study report having had an optometric assessment within the last two years, this was not explicitly evaluated. It is unlikely that general retinal health is contributing in this instance in a systematic way to simulate M(y), and dorsal stream processing abnormalities in all the dyslexic children. However, it would nevertheless be appropriate to get an evaluation of the general health of the optic disc for all participants by a single qualified professional, in order to discount the possibility of other retinal irregularities contributing to the results.
As in glaucoma research, it would appear that dyslexia may also be the result of visual difficulties originating at the retinal level with M(y)-cells. However, the parallels that can be drawn between glaucoma and dyslexia research are limited. M(y)-cell dysfunction in glaucoma is of a degenerative nature, while the origin of M(y)-cell dysfunction in dyslexia is still unknown. However, there are clear diagnostic implications for the early identification of M(y)-cell dysfunction as a risk criteria for dyslexia. Magno cells develop early in the visual system, preceding P-cells (Rakic, 1977) , although, magno activity is believed to be consistent with adult characteristics from as early as four months of age (Dobkins, Anderson, & Lia, 1999) . Therefore, it is likely that any M(y)-cell abnormalities will be demonstrable and therefore identifiable from an early age.
Because of the heterogeneous nature of dyslexia, this theory is not designed to support a general theory of dyslexia. To speculate at this stage how a M(y)-cell deficit is likely to contribute to dyslexia would be premature. Nevertheless, the current findings provide an interesting platform to address subsequent issues, such as the relationship between M(y)-cell dysfunction and spatial encoding, as well as the contribution to dyslexia subtypes, particularly sensitivity to phonemic awareness. Furthermore, the normal distribution of sensitivity to the FD illusion has also not been explicitly addressed. Additional research of this kind will allow us to formulate some thorough opinions regarding how a M(y)-cell deficit relates to a comprehensive theory of dyslexia.
In general, the results from the current study provide good evidence for magno system involvement in dyslexia that is apparent at the retinal ganglion level of visual processing, with specific dysfunction in M(y)-cell activity. Given the strong correlation of this measure with both higher-order dorsal stream activity and actual reading ability, sensitivity to the frequency doubling illusion could provide a simple and powerful diagnostic tool for the evaluation and identification of dyslexia
